
SENATE No. 404

Executive Department Boston, Feb. 19, 1915.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Bepresentat

I return herewith, without my approval, House Bill N
383, being “ A Resolve Providing for Reimbursing Owners
of Cattle destroyed on account of the Foot and Mouth
Disease.”

I am convinced, and have already recommended, that com-
pensation should be made to the owners of cattle and other
property destroyed by authority of the Commonwealth in
rder to prevent the spread of the foot and mouth disease;

and because of this conviction I am constrained to withhold
for in my opinion, confirmed
general of the Commonwealth,

my approval of this resolve
by the opinion of the attorne
the resolve would be inoper tive and no payments could be

following reasons:
mopen

made to ai

The resolve fails to authorize any department head or
iffieers of the Commonwealth to hear the claims and approve

the vouchers necessary to draw from the treasury any of the
money appropriate!

Neither is it made clear whether the appraisals which were
made during the months of November and December, when

her property were destroyed, are to govern the
compensation, or whether new appraisals shall be
the latter course is to be followed the resolve fails

y whom and in what manner they are to be mad
nnection the present Commissioner of Animal

nforms me that while certain written statements

Cljc Commontoeiiltt) ot €@assiicl)iisctts.
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are on file in his department which purport to show an agree
mpensation acceptable to the owners of cattle

troyed, which were undoubtedly made in good faith as
s of sale to the Commonwealth, yet there are no records

y kind showing that any written agreements have been
into, or appraisals made of the value of property

other than cattle claimed to have been destroyed in stamping
}ut this disease.

In a word, the resolve appropriates a sum of money and
fates the general purpose of the appropriation, without pro-

ling the manner and means of making the appropriation
ailable for the purpose intended.
In my opinion the resolve accomplishes absolutely nothing,

and not one cent could be paid out under it in its present
form

In view of the probability new legislation to carry out
inaugural message and evi-
olve, it should be noted that
3i’ any payment of interest
gave the purported bills of

the purposes expressed in my

ntly contemplated by this re
this resolve fails to provide
which is claimed by those wh
sale to the Commonwealth.

DAVID I. WALSH.


